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Market ready products

Insurance, Construction, Real estate appraisers, ESA, NRS, IN
LIFECYCLE of BUILDING

The journey to your Home

1. **Planning**
2. **Construction**
3. **Hand-over**
4. **Warranty-period**
5. **New owner**
6. **Building sale**
7. **Refurbishing**
8. **Post warranty**
Copernicus-data in the eVici Ecosystem
ESA feasibility/demo project

Dialogue
- Municipalities
- Norwegian Space Center
- Retail chains

Change detection hand in hand with subsidence data
- Cause and effect

Stronger business case
- Municipalities
- Real estate developers/agents/brokers
- Private home owners
- Insurance companies
- Retail chains
eVici – Why?

We already have market ready products which can be used by individuals, companies and public services.

We’ve established contact with a broad number of companies in a variety of industries – all expressing interest for the idea/product.

We’re finalizing our feasibility study in November, presenting the final results for ESA. Mid-term review delivered with «IMPRESSIVE» as result.

We’re aiming for a full demo project with ESA. Then we need one or several partners.
InSAR in «Servicehefte Bolig»
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